
BUILT WITH: PURPOSE
WELCOME TO THE 2022 BW IMPACT REPORT 



LETTER 
FROM STEVE
Last year we launched our purpose report outlining 3 layers to focus BW 
on becoming Net Zero, embracing inclusivity and striving for innovation 
in everything we do. We remain at the forefront of the industry in creating 
change by setting challenging targets which are already shaping our 
culture and the communities where we live and work.
 
We want to lead with purpose - always striving to be the best, whether it 
is how we conduct ourselves, the change we lead or future we mould.
 
Our 2030 targets have been set with the journey in mind. We have some 
tough goals which our workplace experts and supply partners are 
addressing together to ensure we achieve them.

Steve Elliott - CEO, BW: Workplace Experts
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2030 GOALS

INCLUSIVITY:

NET ZERO CARBON:

INNOVATION:

• Balanced employee representation in terms of gender and minority ethnic / ethnic minorities 
• 3 females on the executive BW board by 2030 
• 50% of women in operation roles by 2030 
• Representative board in terms of ethnicity 
• 100% of staff taking part in volunteering activities 
• 10% of profit towards charity donations 
• 10% of workforce on apprenticeship scheme
• 20% social enterprises 
• 50% workforce local or from underrepresented groups

• Net Zero Carbon by 2030 
• 100% circularity and zero waste 
• 100% sustainable & ethical supply chain by 2030

• 80% of employees posting innovation ideas each year 
• 6 employee days per year to look at innovation outside business 
• 50% of gathered business improvement initiatives are linked
• 50% of projects are using some form of future tech usage (AI, mixed reality, BIM) 
• Business qualifies for HMRC innovation credit each year
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2022 GOALS

INCLUSIVITY:

NET ZERO CARBON:

INNOVATION:

• Identify all scope 3 carbon emissions 
• 80% of projects recording materials transported to site
• 80% of projects recording the embodied carbon of materials on site 
• Identify employee and business travel
• 100% of projects recording construction waste on SMARTwaste 
• 80% of projects using a takeback scheme for materials 
• Map supply chain risk 
• Audit 10% of the supply chain

• 3 female directors by 2022
• Action play resulting from findings from Stonewall Inclusivity index 
• 30% of graduates from under-represented groups by 2022
• 10% of staff taking part in volunteering projects
• 25% of staff from local areas or under-represented groups
• 3% of workforce on our apprenticeship scheme
• Working with 5% social enterprises 
• 5% diverse supply chain 

• 55% of employees posting innovative ideas to help us achieve greater efficiencies
• 1 employee day set aside a year for the company to come together and innovate
• 15% of gathered BI initiatives linked to improvements in the business
• 25% of projects are using some form of future tech usage
• Business qualifies for R&D innovation credit in 2022
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KEY CONTACTS
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ANTHONY BROWN
SALES & MARKETING 
DIRECTOR

m: 07979 603 666
e: Anthony.Brown@wearebw.com

ROB  FRANK
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
DIRECTOR

m: 07989 343 783
e: Rob.Frank@wearebw.com

LEANNE  BAIRD
HEAD OF  
MARKETING

m: 07584 685 020
e: Leanne.Baird@wearebw.com

KIM  MORGAN
SUSTAINABILITY 
DIRECTOR

m: 07557 430 863
e: Kim.Morgan@wearebw.com

PENNY  CRESWELL
HEAD OF HR

m: 07887 627 081
e: Penny.Creswell@wearebw.com

MARIA  RUSSO
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
MANAGER

m: 07887 572 36
e: Maria.Russo@wearebw.com



OUR PLAN



INNOVATION
Fit out and refurbishment projects are inherently challenging, 
complicated by requiring the successful collaboration of experts from 
multiple backgrounds and disciplines. Fast track projects require 
delivery and design teams to collaborate and innovate from day one. 

Facilitating and enabling this collaboration of experts is how BW 
stand out in a market not known for its creativity. Innovation for us is 
having the right methodologies and technology for ideas to evolve, this 
enables innovative collaboration to happen on project after project. 
Our innovation programme is fostered through business improvement 
groups, thought leadership, customer experience, technology 
advancements and collaboration with our sister companies in the US 
and Australia.
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OUR WORK IN INNOVATION WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE FOLLOWING 
UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS



1. METHODOLOGY
We give people the right tools and systems. We ensure the basics are in place and 
then innovate from these. Our use of Procore illustrates how we use this project 
management software for all our basic project management requirements and 
then evolve this software’s capability to integrate with supply chain management, 
resource scheduling, quality and safety management and dynamic Defect Free 
reporting.

2. EVOLUTION
We are a curious business and use our peoples’ personalities to bring in ideas from 
outside the industry. We also interact and share with our two sister companies in 
the US and Australia. We utilise specialists in BIM, AI, and VR to better map out 
our projects at the start. We are at the forefront of thought leadership in service and 
customer experience and the mapping of emotional touchpoints.

3. TECHNOLOGY
Through constant feedback and client engagement we are able to pinpoint areas 
for improvement. This enables us to improve our offering year on year and ultimately 
increase our Defect Free score. We hold regular workshops, training and expert 
guidance focusing on subjects such as snagging, programme, O&Ms, people 
scheduling, and supply performance management. We share innovations on 
Yammer, motivated by an annual innovation award, showcasing the best evolved 
ideas and creative thinking on offer.
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NET ZERO 
CARBON
Getting our industry to Net Zero Carbon will require greater collaboration 
between all parties than ever before. We want to be part of the change, 
working with our customers and partners to shape what we build and 
how it is built. We can’t go it alone: it will require us to work closely 
with our clients, consultants and supply chain to influence the design, 
specification and use of our projects.

To be truly Zero Carbon, an organisation should generate no carbon 
at all in any of its activities. In reality, very few organisations are able 
to actually achieve this; and instead ‘offset’ any carbon that cannot be 
removed from their processes by funding activities that reduce carbon 
by the same amount elsewhere. This is known as ‘Net Zero Carbon’.

We are planning for BW to be Net Zero Carbon by 2030.
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OUR WORK IN NET ZERO CARBON WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE 
FOLLOWING UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS



CARBON SCOPES
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SCOPE 1 -  ZERO

SCOPE 2 -  ZERO

SCOPE 3 -  ALL EMISSIONS

Scope 1 Emissions are either from fuels an organisation burns itself, such as gas for heating or as fuel for 
company vehicles; or greenhouse gases it emits directly as part of its operations (fugitive emissions).

Scope 2 Emissions are those produced in generating electricity or heat that the organisation buys.

Scope 3 Emissions are those produced indirectly, such by the supply chain; use of products or services; or 
transport. These currently form all of our carbon emissions, and include carbon generated from:

Fuel Fugitive Emissions Company Vehicles

Purchased 
Electricity

Purchased 
Heat or Cooling

Manufacturing materials 
& products used in our 

offices and projects

Site Electricity Water used on site Transport of materials 
and waste to and 

from site

Waste processing

Energy use in our 
completed projects

CommutingEnergy use in our HQ Business travel Cloud or offsite 
computing services

We don’t purchase fuel, own any vehicles or create any fugitive emissions through industrial processes, so 
our Scope 1 Emissions are currently zero.

We do not directly purchase heat or electricity and therefore our Scope 2 Emissions are currently zero.

All of our emissions are indirect, or Scope 3, which makes them harder to track and influence. But we plan 
to quantify, reduce and where necessary offset all of our Scope 3 Emissions by 2030.

Carbon emissions are categorised into different types, or Scopes, based on how much control an 
organisation has over them.



1. IDENTIFYING 
AND OFFSETTING 
CARBON 
This year we are going to focus our efforts on 
identifying all of our scope 3 carbon emissions, with 
a particular emphasis on recording and reporting 
the embodied carbon from materials used in our 
projects and their transport as we do not currently 
have consistent data on this. We will also look 
at more accurate ways of identifying the carbon 
impacts of our waste; and identify measures to 
record and analyse our wider transport and office 
related emissions. With this, we will be able to 
highlight and prioritise our most carbon intensive 
areas and identify possible alternatives.  

Carbon reduction will always be at the heart of our 
strategy, but no matter how far we reduce it, it is 
not currently possible to carry out our works without 
emitting any carbon. We cannot control all of the 
activities within our supply chain; not all transport 
can be powered by renewable energy; and the 
manufacture of certain materials and products 
will always generate carbon. It will also take time 
for carbon reduction initiatives to be identified, 
implemented and effective. Rather than just 
accepting this, it is better to invest in activities that 
can offset our current emissions until we are able to 
reduce them further.

Carbon offsetting has had a bad reputation in the 
past, being seen as a get out clause for those 
who don’t want to actually change their behaviour. 
Undoubtably some forms are more effective than 
others; but the offsetting industry is now clearly 
regulated and accredited; with Oxford University 
recently publishing guidance to ensure offsetting 
strategies will actually work.
 
As well as Offsetting, where investments are made 
in external activities and projects; carbon can be 
‘Inset’, by investing in carbon reduction initiatives 
within our supply chain, providing a more direct 
benefit. Under our Innovation layer we shall work 
to develop ‘insetting’ strategies within our supply 
chain; and prioritise investment in these.
 
As soon as we quantify a source of carbon directly 
related to our activities that we are unable to reduce 
further we will look for authentic, ethical ways to 
offset this guided by the recently published Oxford 
Principles.

Carbon Reduction Example – 
Raised Access Flooring:
Raised access flooring has very high embodied 
carbon due to the high metal content. However, this 
also means that it is very robust and easily reused 
– we now reuse raised access flooring across many 
of our sites as standard.
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2. CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY
The creation and processing of waste from our sites 
is currently one of our largest sources of carbon 
emissions, and therefore the reduction of waste 
must be a central part of our Net Zero Carbon 
Strategy. High grade recycling, greater resource 
efficiency and circular business models offer huge 
scope to reduce emissions.

The use of Circular Economy Principles is one of the 
most effective ways to tackle avoidable waste and 
involves the return of strip out or surplus products to 
the original or similar manufacturers, to be reused 
or reprocessed directly into new products. This 
reduces both the amount of waste sent to landfill 
or low grade recycling; and the need for new raw 
materials and resources. We have successfully used 
these systems – often called Take Back Schemes - 
for carpet and ceiling tiles, raised access flooring, 
timber, paint tins and plasterboard.

Congratulations
on your commitment 
towards a circular                 
economy.

ReEntry®

We would like to thank

The Body Shop

For choosing ReEntry to divert used carpet from landfil

1000 square metres of used carpet from landfill

By choosing to partner with Interface, your used carpet will not end up in landfill but create further 
social and environmental value according to waste management hierarchy principles.

On average 60% of your used carpet will be reused through our social ReUse partner network. As 
an absolute last resort, it will be turned into useful energy, through a waste-to-energy facility.

Thank you for being part of the Climate Take Back. By choosing ReEntry, you have 
ensured that more social and environmental value is created with your used carpet, 
taking us one step closer to a circular economy and a climate fit for life.

Nigel Stansfield
President, Interface EAAA

Issued

Certificate Number

BW: Workplace Experts

1800 square metres

05/12/19

GBN0000543

Certificate of Recycling
This is to certify that on the following project 7500m2 of old Armstrong 
ceiling tiles have been recycled and used to manufacture new Armstrong 
ceiling tiles.

Project Name: Department For Transport 

Contractor: BW

Date Material Recycled: September 2019

The Armstrong Ceiling Recycling Programme

Gaining ground by reducing waste

Lewis Landers

Internal Technical Sales UK Ireland & Baltic States

Armstrong World Industries Ltd

This has saved approximately 20 tonnes of 
material going to landfill, and the consumption 
of an equivalent weight of raw materials.

Certificate  No: L - 001
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCT 
DECLARATION 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH ISO 14025 AND EN 15804 

RMF ECO RANGE  

RECYCLED RAISED FLOOR PANELS

Declaration number: S-P-02586 (V2.0) 
Issued on 2021-01-20, Valid until 2026-01-18 (Updated2021-02-17) 

The environmental impacts of this product have been assessed from cradle to gate and at end of life. 
This Environmental Product Declaration has been verified by an independent third party. 
The EPD owner has the sole ownership, liability, and responsibility for the EPD The International EPD® System 

For 2022 we intend to get 80% of our projects 
engaged in Take Back Schemes for at least one 
product or material. To help with this we have 
become the first fit out contractor to be a member 
of Carpet Recycling UK, a not-for-profit association 
working to promote the circularity of items such as 
(but not limited to) carpet that are difficult to recycle 
and therefore are often sent to landfill or Energy 
Recovery. Our membership to Carpet Recycling UK 
enables us to select the most appropriate channels 
to facilitate reuse.

 

 

 

BW Interiors Ltd 

January 2021 

A Circular Economy is built on three 
principles:
1. Design out waste and pollution,

2. Keep products and materials in use,

3. Regenerate natural systems.
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Completing the Picture: How the Circular 
Economy Tackles Climate Change (2019).



A 100% recyclable display board, manufactured from paper fibre with a PE coated liner, Eco Weather Board is the perfect 
solution for the short-term signage needs of environmentally conscious consumers. With short-term external performance 
and visuals comparable to many plastic derived substrates, Eco Weather Board offers substantial benefits without the usual 
sacrifices.

Eurotec Group Total Supply Solutions

01621 744740
www.eurotec-group.co.uk
Maldon Road, Latchingdon, Essex, CM3 6LF

WEATHER RESISTANT & DURABLE RIGID DISPLAY BOARD

Eco Weather Board

• Bright white printable surface with a brown reverse side

• Rigid board compatible with UV print technologies

• 100% recyclable across the UK through regular channels

• TFL public transport advertising approved

• Rated externally for a minimum of 3 months

• Rated internally for a minimum of 2 years

• Excellent environmental credentials whilst remaining 
economically viable

For more information, or to enquire about making the switch to Eco Weather Board, please contact your Eurotec 
Representative on 01621 744 740

Typical Value
Property Test method Unit Value

Substance EN ISO 536 gsm 1000

Thickness ISO 534 µm 1390

Density ISO 534 g/ccm 0.72

Stiffness MD dynamic method ISO 5628 mNm 990

Stiffness CD dynamic method ISO 5628 nMn 420

Roughness top ISO 8791-2 ml/min 1000

Plybond DIN 54516 N in development

Moisture EN 20287 % 9,00

Property Test method Unit Value

Substance EN ISO 536 gsm 1000

Substance EN ISO 536 gsm          Min 970

Substance EN ISO 536 gsm          Max 103

Roughness top ISO 8791-2 ml/min in development

Plybond DIN 54516 N               Min 40

Moisture tolerance EN 20287                   ± 1,0

Water pickup ISO 5637 % 15

Guaranteed Values / Tolerance

Technical Information

In addition, we have also introduced “Plastic Free 
site” by introducing reusable water bottles, mugs 
and cutlery in every site. Our internal site signage 
is now high-quality cardboard which can be 
easily recycled; and site supplies are delivered in 
corrugated card rather than plastic bubble wrap.
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3. SUSTAINABLE 
SUPPLY CHAIN
As the majority of our emissions are produced within 
our supply chain, or by the actions of our sub-
contractors on site, we must work closely with all of 
our suppliers and sub-contractors to ensure our Net 
Zero Carbon Strategy is a success.

The first step in this is to engage with our supply 
chain to understand more about their methods, 
processes, materials used and the global scope of 
their own supply chains.  From this we can identify 
the most carbon intensive activities and map out 
the greatest risks and opportunities for reducing our 
overall carbon emissions.

We shall also begin to audit the environmental 
performance of our supply chain more closely, and 
work with them to develop action plans to reduce 
their emissions in line with our goals.

WE already have the tools in place to do this, 
including third party systems such as BRE’s 
Smartwaste and Action Sustainability’s Sustainability 
Tool; and our internal SubbieDB; allowing us to 
focus on gathering and analysing the data.
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INCLUSIVITY
We want the BW of the future to more closely represent the society in 
which we live. It is simply too easy to source and recruit our people in a 
way that guarantees we look no different in 10 years than now, but this 
isn’t acceptable to us and it is time to do things differently.

We are working in partnership with a small number of organisations that 
specialise in underrepresented groups in order to completely re-think 
our employment practices. Within BW we have ongoing unconscious / 
consciousness bias workshops for the whole business to make sure that 
we provide a workplace that is genuinely inclusive.

Our industry has a long way to go in becoming inclusive for all 
underrepresented groups, it is about time that the issues are openly 
addressing and confronted, and BW want to be at the forefront of this 
challenge.
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OUR WORK IN INCLUSIVITY WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE FOLLOWING 
UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS



EMPLOYEES
Construction is one of the few remaining industries in the UK where someone can join with little or no 
qualifications; and work their way right to the top. It also boasts a huge array of highly specialised 
professional and technical roles and is at the cutting edge of many areas of research. However, not 
everyone is currently benefitting from this: across the industry 86% of the workforce are male and 
94% are white. Historically it also does not have a reputation for championing LGBT issues; or being 
inclusive of those with disabilities. We want to fundamentally change this imbalance and make sure BW 
is open to all.

NEW HIRES
We have not only adapted the way we recruit to ensure we appeal to those groups underrepresented 
within the industry; but also looked internally to ensure an inclusive environment in which everyone 
can thrive. We work with the Construction Youth Trust to build relationships with schools throughout 
London, offering support, placements and opportunities to talented students from underrepresented 
groups within the industry. This will enable us to develop a more diverse workforce and representative 
leadership team for the future, which in turn will attract a more diverse intake.

We do recognise the difficulties of an organisation that is not yet diverse enough setting its own agenda 
on these issues and have therefore partnered with BPIC (Black Professionals in Construction) and 
Stonewall to ensure we are given the correct guidance, support and scrutiny to enable us to achieve 
our aims.
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COMMUNITY IMPACT
Following the difficulties of the pandemic we are also working to rebuild our communities through 
the use of local labour and suppliers. We offer Apprenticeships and a Graduate Scheme to provide 
more opportunities to young people, including those from challenging backgrounds, such as young 
offenders, care leavers, and the long-term unemployed. We are also constantly looking to improve 
the diversity of our supply chain and recognise that in order to appoint more diverse suppliers we 
may need to work to encourage and develop them. We are currently working with BPIC and Social 
Enterprise UK to identify more diverse companies to work with.
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE EXAMPLES
• Community Wood Recycling – who collect waste and off cut timber from our sites – also allow 

materials to be reused for community projects and create jobs, training, and volunteering 
opportunities for disadvantaged people.

• One of our core Waste Contractors, Powerday, have embarked on a partnership with Bounce Back; 
a charity and social enterprise focused on the training and employment of people in and leaving 
prison. Based in HMP Brixton, the project focuses on getting people into paid employment in the 
construction sector by providing presentations and mock interviews with the prisoners with a view 
to hiring them once they’re released.

• Westgate not only take a circular economy approach to their Hoardfast product, which is used 
across all our sites, but also give back to charity. Funds generated from their recycled materials 
are donated to the Marine Conservation Society; the remainder of those funds are donated to our 
chosen charity, Rethink.

CHARITY FUNDRAISING
BW love to get involved with charity on site, from smaller events such as cake sales, to sporting events 
with the entire project team. In recent years we have:

• Raised £2,000 to help the Australian Bushfires crisis through cake sales;

• Organised a 5 a side football tournament with the team at Universal Music Group, raising £12,000 
for the client’s chosen foundation, Nordoff Robbins, a music therapy charity.

• Held Food Bank Collections in the Head Office and on sites in collaboration with The Trussell Trust – 
Waterloo in the weeks leading up to Christmas.

This year, we are focusing on the implementation of Action Sustainability’s Sustainability Tool to 
collect, report & analyse social performance on all our projects.



1. IMPLICIT BIAS
We are entering into a companywide drive to ensure everyone within the 
business has not only been trained, but the training is reviewed annually to 
ensure we continue to be aware of and monitor any issues within BW. To do 
this, we are working with several outside consultants to provide value and 
adding training to raise awareness, deal with the issues, and to ensure we 
work towards developing an environment which is not just accepting but 
embraces different cultures, genders and approaches. In addition to this, 
we will be carrying out a companywide survey later in the year to review the 
impact of this training and to ask what else we should be doing to tackle 
bias in the workplace. Since 2018, all staff have been trained on Diversity 
& inclusion on their first day with BW to ensure that our aims are clear and 
supported by everyone within BW.

3. REPRESENTATION
We are addressing the gender imbalance within BW, and during the last 
12 months we have promoted two female Directors as result of their value 
to the business. We are proud of the talent we have within BW and see this 
as a positive first step to re-addressing the imbalance which exists in the 
industry as well as ensuring all our employees are represented at senior 
levels within the business. This way, we can illustrate that there are no glass 
ceilings within BW and everyone, regardless of their gender or background 
is promoted on ability only. We have some way to go to improve on our 
ethnic representation, but this is being driven at ground level through our 
current recruitment campaign to ensure 25% of all new recruits come from a 
diverse background and this drive is supported by the board.

2. STRUCTURES & SYSTEMS
To make changes, you have to be prepared to change. Our aim is to attract 
as wide a group to the business when we hire new recruits which we do 
through ensuring all our adverts are gender balanced, the recruitment team 
are diverse and receive training in conscious/unconscious bias, and we 
are open to embrace those that do not have a traditional background to 
work in Construction. All our processes have been reviewed by BPIC and 
Stonewall to ensure they are as open as possible, and we are in the process 
of implementing blind recruitment. 

All interviews are competency based to enable a more open approach. We 
have increased our Graduate & apprentice intake to change at the basic 
level those starting a career and provide support groups to ensure that 
although in a minority they feel part of a bigger movement. We are currently 
reviewing all our policies with Stonewall to ensure that once on board, 
individuals do not feel ostracised, and we are aware of any barriers that may 
exist internally. We cannot be complacent and need to constantly question 
what and why we do things. Although we are not yet required to do so, we 
have started to collect our gender salary information so that we can see 
clearly where we need to action improvement and enhance fairness across 
the board.  
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FOCUS AREAS



• Carbon offsetting 
The action or process of compensating for carbon dioxide emissions arising from 
industrial or other human activity, by participating in schemes designed to make 
equivalent reductions of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 

• Circular economy 
A circular economy is an economic system aimed at eliminating waste and the 
continual use of resources. 

• Implicit Bias 
An unconscious association, belief, or attitude toward any social group. 

• Net Zero Carbon 
We reach net zero when the amount carbon produced by our activities is no more than 
the amount we take away by off setting 

• SDGs 
The Sustainable Development Goals are a collection of 17 interlinked global goals 
designed to be a “blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all”.  
The SDGs were set up in 2015 by the United Nations General Assembly and are 
intended to be achieved by the year 2030. 

• SMART waste 
Smartwaste is a tool created by BRE which we use to record all waste data. It helps us 
to identify trends and areas of improvement for the waste removed from our sites. 

• Social enterprises 
Social enterprises are businesses that trade to intentionally tackle social problems, 
improve communities, provide people access to employment and training, or help the 
environment. 

• Take-back scheme 
A “Take Back Scheme” is an initiative organised by a manufacturer or retailer, to collect 
used products or materials from consumers and reintroduce them to the original 
processing and manufacturing cycle. 

• Underrepresented groups 
Used to describe groups or communities that make up a smaller percentage than a 
larger subgroup within a population. This can refer to gender, race/ethnicity, physical 
or mental ability, LGBTQ+ status, and many more. 

GLOSSARY
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Call: 0207 593 9900   Email: info@wearebw.com   Website: www.wearebw.com
5 Old Bailey, London, EC4M 7BA

As more workplace experts join BW, we want to ensure that our workforce is 
as diverse as the communities we serve. We also understand that as we grow, 
we have a responsibility to be more transparent about our impact on society. 

We will publish a yearly report covering our environmental, social, and 
innovation performance and be truly open in terms of our progress. 

Unlike most organisations of our size, our board of directors are always on the 
end of the phone for our clients. If you have any questions about the above, 

please get in touch on the contact details below.


